Correlation of dermatoscopy with the histopathological changes in the diagnosis of thin melanoma.
Dermatoscopy is a non-invasive technique that enables the early diagnosis of melanoma. The purpose of the present study is to identify the dermatoscopic structures or changes that can indicate the presence of thin melanoma and their correlation with the histopathological aspect. Twenty-four thin melanomas diagnosed at the Department of Dermatology in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, have been assessed from the point of view of the presence of dermatoscopic structures likely to indicate malignancy. The lesions have been excised and serially sectioned to identify the histopathological correspondent of the various dermatoscopic structures. The dermatoscopic analysis has indicated the following characteristics that suggest the presence of thin melanoma: irregular dots or globules, small white or grey-blue areas, some peripheral pseudopods or radial streaming, red dots at the level of the lesion or the presence of an atypical vascular pattern. As far as lesions under dermatoscopic follow-up are concerned, the following may be signs of malignant transformation: changes of the pigment network, newly appeared small white or red-blue areas or irregularly distributed dots or globules. All these structures are correlated with the histopathological changes that characterize thin melanoma. Slight dermatoscopic changes are extremely important in diagnosing thin melanomas as they correlate with the histopathological aspect.